“The time for
‘nicer managers’
of capitalism
is at an end”.
Captain Planet

Green Anti-Capitalist Front
1. Capitalism is Boring AF and ALL politicians are ugly.
2. Climate change = capitalism at war with our class and our planet.
3. Together, we have the power to bring it down and create a really nice 		
alternative without compromising with politicians and cops.

4. We want a world that is based upon the sustainable needs of people not consumer-madness and dirty profits/luxury for a few.

5. If the planet is gonna burn because of greed and exploitation,
then let’s have some fun with the mofos that did it.

What is the
Green Anti-Capitalist Front?
The Green Anti-Capitalist Front is
a banner for all those who recognise
the capitalist roots of environmental
and ecological catastrophe and who
realise that compromising with those
whose interests (the capitalist class,
the state, the police) are completely
opposed to our own is not an option.
We bring together anticapitalists of all
stripes, be they anarchist, communist,
socialist or those who simply know
that capitalism must be smashed. As a
diverse group we take diverse actions,
from challenging capitalist narratives
to organising workers, from taking
part in demonstrations to sabotaging
fracking facilities.

Together we can build a movement
that doesn’t ask for a nicer form of
capitalism, but rather one that builds
alternatives to the market economy,
smashes the destructive structures of
capital and rejects the obvious lie that
“there is no alternative”.
We believe that without the imposed
scarcity of capitalism and the
alienation and isolation it causes, we
would be able to build communities
which fulfil everybody’s needs while
reducing our environmental impact
to a manageable level, to be balanced
through conscious, sustainable and
rational practices of growing food,
capturing clean energy and providing
shelter, comfort and safety for all.
We would also have time and energy
to deal with environmental destruction
thatcapitalism has already caused by
pursuing new ideas, techniques and
technologies not driven by the profit
motive.
The option is clear: a future where
we can flourish, or the capitalistinduced hellscape awaiting us if we
do nothing!

www.greenanticapitalist.org

facebook.com/GAfront

